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Idea: 
SDN can help build more 
efficient WISP networks.



Allie Brosh





In this paper...
- Survey and interviews of Wireless ISPs in the United States

- Deployment of a rural WISP in northern California

- Development of Celerate, a platform for managing WISPs



Study on WISPs
- Online Survey: 75 respondents

- 13 Follow-up interviews

- Nationwide, range of rural and urban WISPs

- Asked about scale, network management, failure rates, and 

growth.



Two (main) types of WISP



< 1000 subs
49% of survey respondents



< 5000 subs
96% of rural survey respondents



< 5 people
42% of survey respondents



Unlicensed
Backhaul and Access Networks



Network Management Strategies

“We don’t route at towers. I designed the network that way because 

routing has its place, but I want to be able to take a vacation and not have 

to pay someone 80 or 100 grand a year. It complicates the network that 

much more. I designed the network to make it as easy as possible to train 

new employees to be able to operate within our environment. That’s why 

we’re a layer two network; it’s mainly for easier deployment and training.”



Network Management Strategies

Azotel: “The customer is entered into our Azotel system, and then it 

monitors the bandwidth  based on their IP address. [...] It comes back to 

our NOC, and before it goes out to the Internet, Azotel controls how 

much bandwidth they get.”

Powercode: “[To enforce usage caps] we use a product called Powercode. 

It’s our CMS, billing, everything all rolled into one.”



Local Connections

“We had a regional sales VP [for Charter] as one of our customers, and he 

wanted more bandwidth. I said, ‘If you want more bandwidth you’ve got 

to get me a pipe.’ He got the right people involved and got us a fiber 

connection in the middle of nowhere. ”



Local Connections

“[Our tower costs are] extremely low [...] What I’ve tried to do is make 

this a community effort. [...] Why are we doing this? In order to provide 

some economic lift to the county and also to help students get access to 

the Internet. We are capitalists and we do need to make money, but it isn’

t all about the money.”



Mutual Support

“Generally, if you have any question about anything there’s someone out 

there in WISPA [industry association with active email list] that knows 

the answer to it. It doesn’t matter what it is. They know. They’ve been in 

the business forever.”

“We’ve actually spawned a co-op. Right now, it’s five ISPs that formed this 

legal entity. [...] The idea, to start with, was for buying power. [...] One of 

the things we also talked about is sharing call center people.”
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Bottlenecks: Spectrum
- Most WISPs operating in 5.8GHz or 900MHz

- Key problem: self-interference on tower

- More APs = more subscribers

- Limited bandwidth -> narrower channels

- 900MHz important for foliage penetration

- Only 28MHz available

- Shared with SCADA



Bottlenecks: Funding
- High Capex + Low ARPU = Low ROI

- Challenging to get subsidies due to small scale

- Geographic constraints lead to step functions in expansion costs



Further Reach
- A research WISP in Northern California

- Completely greenfield deployment

- ~350 subscribers today

- Non-profit: initially funded by Google.org grant



Further Reach: Design Decisions
- Unmodified commodity hardware (Ubiquiti, Mikrotik)

- Unlicensed/lightly licensed spectrum

- Paid service

- Minimal new tower infrastructure

- Community Relays



Lesson: Importance of funding
- Initially funded by a grant from Google.org

- High-end (though still commodity, unlicensed) equipment

- Long runway to make and learn from mistakes

- Plenty of capital for infrastructure installation

- Finding grant funding is very difficult for small WISPs…

- USDA: Broadband grants require applicants to be CLECs

- FCC: Experimental broadband grants require line of credit equivalent to grant size





Lesson: Expansion is a step function
- Growing the network means adding new tower sites

- Intrinsic costs associated with towers

- Lots of non-obvious costs

- Travel time / fuel

- Additional personnel

- Learning how to deploy in new markets

- Geography is key!



Celerate: An SDN controller for WISPs

https://github.com/Celerate/celerate-controller



Intelligent Routing?
- Goal: automatic re-routing of traffic after faults and 

for performance optimization

- First six months: did not have multiple paths!

- Afterwards: 

- STP good enough for handling link failures

- Bottleneck at the CPE, so no performance benefit in core



SDN-based billing?
- Idea: Implement billing/metering/shutoff via SDN controller and OVS rules

- In practice:

- Manually throttling traffic on CPE using existing software

- No automatic shutoff: billing issues are complicated



Subscriber Mapping



Integrated Billing
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Lesson: Build software to support business process
- Simple network means simple network management

- Existing network management systems work well enough

- Major gap: integration of non-network elements

- Power systems

- Inventory

- CRM

- Billing

- Physical location of equipment

- Management and operational subsystems of Celerate were most important for 

day-to-day operation



Building a WISP is a non-
technical problem 
(mostly).
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